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The Verse Solution
Verse provided 24/7 lead engagement 

powered by innovative tech and authentic 

human conversation. Integrated 

seamlessly with LeadPops' existing 

solutions, Verse solved their follow-up and 

nurturing issues and maximized results 

and client satisfaction.

leadPop's Challenges
LeadPops was generating a high volume of 

leads, but their clients were struggling to see 

the value due to a gap in:

● Lead follow up

● Qualifying leads

● Nurturing leads

“From a cost per lead perspective, it's literally 
a no-brainer. I don't know how else to put it.”
Andrew Pawlak, Owner of leadPops
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Hi Steve! Alex here with Simplify Home 
Loans. We just received your inquiry 
online. Would you prefer to chat via text 
message or should I give you a quick call 
so that I can assist you?

"How fun is it when you 
get an alert and you get 
another leadPops lead 
qualified? It's addicting!"

Andrew Pawlak
LEADPOPS

No problem, texting works. Is this your 
first time getting pre-approved?

Verse converts your new 

leads into sales-ready 

opportunities through 

immediate, Al-driven and 

human powered outreach.

Learn more & book a demo at

www.verse.io
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Got it. Have you found your home or just 
starting your search?

Text for now, I’m at work.

Yes.

Great. I have a few questions so I can get 
you connected. Is now a good time for a 
call?

There are a few openings in the calendar 
tomorrow - did you want to stop by the 
office and check things out?

Yes.

*Actual text conversation on the verse.io platform.
Personal info has been anonymized.
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Yes.

[OUTBOUND CALL SUCCESS] 4 min 30 sec

Appointment Set

Thanks for your time today! You will 
receive a confirmation email for your 
appointment shortly.

10 day nurture

Text x11 Email x2

leadPops offers an innovative set of lead generation 

technology and marketing solutions for Mortgage and 

Real Estate professionals - bringing a suite of tools and 

strategy designed to help businesses generate more 

qualified leads and improve their ROI.


